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The country star 
performed at Tin 
Roof Tuesday as a 
part of his “Back to 
College” tour.
See page A9
Viewpoints Editor 
Alice Chang says 
residence halls need 
dire improvements to 
ensure student safety.
See page A8
Running backs Shon 
Carson and Brandon 
Wilds will miss the 
beginning of the sea-
son due to injury.
See page B1
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 W hen fel low st udent s saw a 
freshman being led out of the Maxcy 
College residence hall in handcuffs 
Tuesday, they figured it was just 
another drug or alcohol bust.
But t hey found 
out the real reason 
a  day  later  f rom 
a  Carol i na  A ler t 
—  U S C  p o l i c e 
h ad  fou nd  br a s s 
knuck les and f ive 
h a ndg u n s  i n  h i s 
room. 
Tr e v o r  S c o t t 
St ephen s ,  17,  o f 
Walterboro, S.C., was arrested and 
charged with possession of fi rearms 
on  s chool  proper t y  Tue sday, 
according to a police report released 
Wednesday.  A Sout h Carol ina 
Law Enforcement Division search 
returned no prior criminal record 
for Stephens .
Offi cers arrived at Maxcy after a 
resident of the building approached 
a resident mentor about the guns at 
around 4:30 p.m.,  according to the 
report.
When the off icers approached 
Stephens and asked to search his 
room, he briefl y hesitated and said 
he only had brass knuckles inside, 
the report said.
A search yielded those and the 
guns — a Smith & Wesson .38, 
a Taurus .38, a  GSG 1911 .22, a 
Highpoint 9 mm and a Glock 17 9 
mm,  according to the report. A USC 
spokesman said he was unaware 
of a motive or the presence of any 
ammunition, as the investigation 
Police: Freshman had 5 guns in dorm
Incident at Maxcy College 
startles USC community
Colin Campbell, Thad Moore, 
Amanda Coyne & Spencer Scott
NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
As recent as 12 years ago, CarolinaCards 
issued to USC students, faculty and staff had 
Social Security numbers on them when they 
were distributed, according to Bill Hogue, USC’s 
vice president for technology .
Since then, Hogue said, the online world has 
become the “Wild West,” of identity theft and 
other crime — and after a security breach this 
summer, USC is paying a consulting fi rm about 
$110,500 to advise its community on what to do 
if their identities are stolen.
In an interview Wednesday, Hogue addressed 
the online attack on the College of Education’s 
Web server that may have compromised the 
information of 34,000 of USC’s students, faculty 
and staff this summer .
In response, USC has contracted Kroll , a 
company Hogue said “specializes in helping 
people to manage customer relat ions post-
breach.” The university will pay Kroll about 
$3.25 per person who could have been made 
vulnerable in the attack .
The server contained “confi dential, personally 
identifiable information” exposed during an 
attack detected on June 6, according to a Monday 
university release. University spokesman Wes 
Hickman said the information included whole 
and partial Social Security numbers of students, 
employees and other people associated with the 
college. When the attack began is not clear, 
Hickman said.
Hogue said USC’s decades-old technology 
infrastructure is slowly moving away from 
using Socia l Securit y numbers and other 
detailed personal information to identify USC’s 
community members. He referenced VIP, which 
allows students an option to sign in using their 
Social Security numbers, and said ceasing that is 
one of the goals of the $75 million OneCarolina 
init iat ive — an overhaul of USC’s digital 
academic and administrative services across all 
eight campuses .
“For years we used the Social Security number 
as a primary identifi er,” Hogue said. “One of the 
reasons we’re doing OneCarolina is to get away 
from doing that.”
In the approx imately t wo months since 
the attack was discovered, the university has 
conducted a forensic investigation into the fi les 
that were exposed to identify whose fi les were 
compromised and fi nd their contact information, 
Hickman said.
The investigation involved an examination 
 Weeks before its fi rst test at Williams-Brice 
Stadium, USC’s new student ticketing system 
has raised plenty of questions.
Chief among them: How does it work?
Student Life set out to answer that question 
Tuesday with a pair of forums in the Russell 
House Theater that addressed two groups 
of students  — one that received tickets this 
summer, another that didn’t.
Got one? Students will have to transfer their 
lower-bowl ticket to their CarolinaCard or 
print out their upper-deck ticket by 5 p.m. the 
Thursday before a Saturday game, according to 
Adrienne White, student ticketing coordinator. 
Fail to, and the seat will be up for grabs in a 
ticket exchange program.
“There is no printer in the box offi ce,” White 
said. “If you don’t print your (upper-deck) 
tickets at home, you will be refused at the gate.”
White also said students in the lower deck 
will get wristbands, and those caught there 
without them will be ejected from the game and 
barred from attending any more USC athletic 
events that year.
“I do have a forgiving heart, but I have to have 
a tough heart as well,” White said. “There’s a 
box of tissues in my offi ce. I do make students 
cry.” 
The same goes for students who aren’t in 
good standing with the university.
Anna Edwards, director of student services, 
stressed that students must have their tuition 
and fees paid to avoid losing their t ickets, 
though they will get a “grace period” of seven 
additional days.
“I don’t want students to lose their student 
tickets because of problems and delays at the 
registrar’s offi ce,” Edwards said. “We want to 
give you a little f lexibility during that hectic 
week.”
But for those who weren’t so lucky in the 
summer lottery, all hope is not lost.
Tickets that aren’t transferred or printed will 
be up for grabs on Ticketmaster’s student ticket 
exchange Web page. 
Any tickets that were offered to the public 
will be made available to students as well, 
Security breach may 
have exposed up to 
34,000 people
USC spends $110,500 
on consulting after cyber attack
Colin Campbell & Thad Moore
NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
BREACH ● A2
Forums clarify ticketing process
Moore School dean to step down
Ejections, unpaid tuition result in revoked 
football season passes for students
Kyle Kovalchek & Nate Hammett
NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
TICKETING ● A2
FIREARMS ● A2
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Trevor Scott Stephens was arrested at Maxcy College residence hall Tuesday.
STEPHENS
H i ld y  Te e g e n ,  de a n  o f 
USC’s Darla Moore School 
of Business, is stepping down, 
saying she wants to take some 
time to explore 
her fi eld.
Teegen, who 
has been dean 
of the Moore 
School  s i nce 
2007, will take 
a  o n e - y e a r 
s a b b a t i c a l 
beg inn ing in 
Fall 2013 and, 
in the meantime, continue to 
carry out her duties until a new 
dean is found.
Teegen will continue at the 
university as a professor after 
her sabbatical. Last year, she 
received $277,250 in pay. 
U S C  P r e s i d e n t  H a r r i s 
Pastides said Teegen assured 
him that she was not leaving for 
a position at another university 
in a joint meeting with him and 
Provost Michael Amiridis. 
“She decided for personal 
and professional reasons that 
she’s had a good, long st int 
as the dean ... It was a very 
personal decision on her part 
to continue her scholarship and 
to take a sabbatical next year, 
but to stay on as a highly valued 
professor,” Pastides said. “It’s 
not something we wished for, 
but it is something we have to 
accept.”
Past ides  sa id t he search 
for a new dean would reach 
across the country and that he 
expected the Moore School’s 
reputation to make the process 
easier.
“She’s a great leader, but with 
the great school we have and 
the great building going up, 
we’re going to do a national 
search,” he said.
The university has not yet 
begun considering specif ic 
candidates, but Pastides said 
the process would be ver y 
thorough.
“I have no idea and nobody 
in mind at this point in time,” 
he said. “She promised us that 
she would stay on for as long as 
it took for us to fi nd a great and 
worthy successor.
“It could be as late as next 
f a l l .  I f  we  f i nd  s ome one 
earlier, there could be a good 
transition. I’m almost certain 
she’ll be the dean through the 
whole semester and probably 
well into next semester, but we 
have to take our time and fi nd 
the right person.”
During Teegen’s tenure, the 
Moore School’s undergraduate 
international business program 
has continued to be ranked No. 
1 nationally. 
Teegen was key in fi nancial 
planning for the new business 
bu i ld ing on t he corner of 
Assembly and Greene streets 
and in developing new academic 
p r o g r a m s ,  i n c l u d i n g  a n 
accelerated master’s of business 
administration program.
She also helped secure almost 
After 4 years, Teegen 
plans yearlong 
sabbatical
Sydney Patterson
SPATTERSON@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
TEEGEN
TEEGEN ● A2
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continues.
The guns were found in a green 
bag in Stephens’s closet, the report 
says; he later gave offi cers a written 
confession .
Stephens was detained in the 
Alvin S. Glenn Detention Center 
and released on $20,000 bond, 
according to the university release. 
Under state law, he could be jailed 
for up to five years and receive a 
$5,000 fine for illicitly possessing 
fi rearms on school property.
Stephens has also been banned 
f rom campus, according to the 
alert, which was emailed to students 
Wednesday afternoon. 
The announcement caused a fl urry 
of excitement on campus the day 
before classes began, as students and 
media outlets congregated around 
the Pendleton Street residence hall. 
Trevor Gilchrist, a fourth-year 
journalism student who lives in 
Maxcy, said he didn’t know what 
was going on until he received the 
Carolina Alert email.
“ We d id n’t  k now about  it ,” 
Gilchrist said. “We knew the police 
had come, but we thought it was 
some kind of drug thing.”
T i m  S a t t l e r ,  a  t h i r d - y e a r 
marketing student, said he lived 
on the same fl oor, two rooms away 
from Stephens, until Tuesday.
“He seemed l ike a n ice k id,” 
Sattler said. “I definitely wouldn’t 
have seen that coming.”
Sattler complimented the police 
and USC community, whom he said 
wasted no time in working together 
to address the situation.
“The act ion taken was good,” 
Satt ler said. “They immediately 
removed him — no warnings or 
second chances. I’m glad they took 
this seriously.”
V ice  Pre s ident  for  St udent 
Af fairs Dennis Pruit t said that 
whi le a f u l l  invest igat ion w i l l 
follow, the intervention proved the 
ef fect iveness of the university’s 
response system.
“It was a good example of how 
things should work,” Pruitt said. 
While Stephens will be afforded due 
process, Pruitt said, “Regardless, the 
university has to react as though it’s 
a threat to the campus community.”
Wit h t housands of  s t udent s 
moving in at the same time, Pruitt 
acknowledged that preventing them 
from bringing firearms — or any 
contraband for that matter — into 
campus buildings can be nearly 
impossible.
But  he emphas ized t hat  t he 
USC community must rely on one 
another’s vigilance in report ing 
these incidents to authorities.
“Someone reported it, the police 
invest igated it  — t hey a l l  d id 
their job,” he said. “I’m certainly 
thankful we’re going about our risk 
assessment without [a more serious] 
incident occurring.”
Two counseling sessions were 
held Wednesday afternoon for any 
Maxcy residents whom the incident 
may have left shaken . Gilchrist said 
the incident makes him think twice 
about campus safety.
“I’ve been here for four years, and 
I love USC, but I don’t want to have 
to worry that there’s someone that 
dangerous in my residence hall,” he 
said.
Capt .  Er ic  Grabsk i ,  a  USC 
Department of Law Enforcement 
and Safety spokesman, said the 
situat ion had been handled and 
USC is safe.
“There is no ongoing threat right 
now,” Grabski said.
Police are st i l l invest igat ing, 
Grabski said, and further charges 
may be f i led; when that cou ld 
happen is not yet clear, he said. 
of more than 2,000 
fi les on the College of 
Education’s server and 
an analysis of whose 
identity may have been 
v u l nerable ,  Hog ue 
said. He blamed the 
sheer number of files 
for  why  USC on ly 
began sending letters 
to those users Monday.
“ T he  s e r ve r  h ad 
over 2,000 files on it. 
Every one of those fi les 
had to be examined,” 
Hogue said. “Some had 
sensitive information, 
some d id n’t .  Some 
were compromised, 
some weren’t.”
H e  a d d e d  t h a t 
the university didn’t 
want to unnecessarily 
scare members of its 
community whose fi les 
hadn’t been exposed, 
and weeding those out 
also took time.
“We didn’t want to 
leave anyone out, but 
we don’t want to scare 
unnecessarily,” he said.
W h i le  t hou sa nds 
were exposed, which 
fi les on the server were 
actual ly accessed in 
the breach is not clear, 
but USC has advised 
those affected to place 
fraud alerts on their 
credit fi les with major 
reporting agencies . 
Hogue said tracing 
the origin of the attack 
is next to impossible 
a nd  t he  u n iver s it y 
w o n ’ t  e x p e n d  t h e 
resources to attempt 
what would likely be an 
unsuccessful criminal 
investigation.
“ T h e  l i k e l i h o o d 
of it being fruitful is 
approaching zero,” he 
said. “If we thought 
there were any chance 
we cou ld catch t he 
c r i m i na l  we  wou ld 
perpetrate.”
T h e  b r i g h t  s i d e 
for USC folks whose 
identities might have 
been exposed: No fi les 
have been removed, 
Hogue said. Another: 
USC ha s  a  per fec t 
record in cases l ike 
these.
“We don’t have any 
history of anyone’s ID 
being stolen,” Hogue 
sa id.  “That doesn’t 
ma ke me feel  sa fe , 
that doesn’t make me 
secure, that doesn’t 
make me happy. But 
we haven’t experienced 
that to this point.
“We don’t  expect 
hundreds of people 
to suddenly see bank 
a c c o u n t s  d r a i n e d 
because of this.” 
H e  a d d e d  t h a t 
USC pla ns  to  t a ke 
measures to ensure the 
university is doing all 
it can to avoid future 
attacks.
“We’ll be spending 
a  l o t  o f  t i m e  a n d 
effort (to educate the 
c om mu n it y)  ab out 
how to do a better job 
of prevention,” Hogue 
said. 
Edwards said, adding that she 
didn’t know of any other school in 
the Southeastern Conference that 
provided students with such an 
opportunity.
Those tickets can be claimed 
at any point during the week, 
Edwards said. 
That information will be listed 
in an email to the student body on 
Aug. 31.
The forums appeared to be 
popular, all but fi lling the theater 
for the roughly 20-minute sessions. 
St udent s  s a id  t hey  c l a r i f ied 
confusion about how the system 
would work.
“I thought it (the forum) was 
very helpful,” said Robert Kraft, a 
fi rst-year business student. “I had 
no idea how to do it before.”
But how it handles its fi rst real 
test — for students and the system 
— remains to be seen.
South Carol ina’s f irst home 
game with the new system will be 
against East Carolina on Saturday, 
Sept. 8 at 12:21 p.m. 
$50 million in private funding for 
the school and helped facilitate 
partnerships with Polycom, Cisco 
Systems Inc. and AT&T. 
Last August, the Moore School 
launched a telepresence program 
t hat  uses  Cisco and Polycom 
tech nolog y  to  e lec t ron ica l ly 
connect classrooms worldwide. 
Isabelle Khurshudyan contributed 
reporting to this story.
Comments on this story? 
Visit dailygamecock.com/news
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HAVE A TICKET?
 
Have an upper-deck ticket? To 
try for one in the lower deck, you’ll 
have to release the one you have .
Print your t icket before you 
go. Upper-deck tickets must be 
printed at home; t ickets can’t 
be transferred or printed at the 
stadium .
Be sure to claim or print your 
ticket early. If you haven’t by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before a 
game, you’ll lose it .
Don’t get kicked out. If you’re 
ejected for any reason, you’ll lose 
your right to go to any athletic 
event for the year — and you won’t 
be able to appeal .
Be sure to show up. If you don’t 
use a ticket you claimed, you’ll lose 
all your future tickets — for any 
sport — but you can appeal it.
Pay your tuition and fees on 
time. You’ll have a one-week grace 
period, but if you’re not in good 
standing, you’ll lose your ticket.
DIDN’T GET ONE?
You might be unlucky. USC 
made 12,000 st udent t icket s 
available this year .
... Or not. Graduate students 
received no loyalty points for the 
lottery, regardless of their past 
attendance .
But you still have hope. Any 
tickets in the stadium that haven’t 
been claimed or sold will be up for 
grabs .
If you get a ticket, come early. 
Extra loyalty points toward next 
year’s lottery will be awarded to 
those who show up an hour or 
more before the game .
Check your inbox. USC will 
send an email with a full list of 
instructions by Aug. 31.
— Compiled by Kyle Kovalchek & 
Nate Hammett 
2850  DEVIN E STREET    C OLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29205     ????????????????????????????????
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 A  c o n s t r u c t io n  w o r k e r  o n 
Assembly Street was struck early 
Wednesday morning by a student 
charged with felony DUI with great 
bodily injury. 
Nat a l ie  Nicole 
J a c o b s o n ,  2 3 , 
w a s  a r r e s t e d  i n 
con nec t ion  w it h 
the incident af ter 
she ref used f ield 
sobriety tests.
T he  work er,  a 
50 -yea r-old  ma n 
who  ha sn’t  been 
identifi ed, sustained 
head injuries after he was hit by a car 
about 5 a.m. Wednesday, according 
to an incident report.
The car had driven over traffic 
cones to get into the construction 
area, where the man was handling 
traffic control. The impact lifted 
him from the ground.
When officers arrived, the man 
was conscious but didn’t respond 
verbally; he was transported to 
Richland Memorial Hospital shortly 
thereafter. 
Un iver s i t y  sp oke sm a n  We s 
Hickman confi rmed that Jacobson 
is enrolled at USC as a fourth-
year media arts student. Whether 
William Reed Pimental, a passenger 
in the car who was also arrested, was 
a student or not wasn’t immediately 
clear Wednesday afternoon.
Jacobson had not been released 
f rom the A lv in S. Glenn as of 
Wednesday night. 
USC student arrested following 
crash with construction worker
Years after accident, 
former student fi les suit
Comments on this story? 
Visit dailygamecock.com/news
Fourth-year charged 
with felony DUI
Thad Moore
TMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Kelsey Duncan / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
A construction worker was struck on the 700 block of Assembly Street.
JACOBSON
 J i m my E ichor n  may  need 
medical care for the rest of his 
life.
T h e  f o r m e r 
USC student fell 
f rom a  w i ndow 
in the Sigma Nu 
house early one 
Tuesday morning 
in February 2010. 
A c c o r d i n g  t o 
court documents, 
he’d been drinking 
and landed on the patio below his 
second-story room .
Police tape cordoned off the 
Greek Village house that day; that 
night, more than 100 students 
gat hered to show h im t hei r 
support.
Eichorn suffered injuries to 
his brain, skeleton, respiratory 
system, skull and facial bones, 
according to the fi lings .
“He has lost the ability to take 
care of himself, to provide for 
himself and to live on his own,” 
his attorney, Mark Tanenbaum, 
wrote in the initial f iling. “He 
is ... permanent ly and total ly 
Eichorn claims serious injuries, 
USC asks court to dismiss case
Thad Moore
TMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
EICHORN ● A4EICHORN
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disabled and will need medical care for the rest 
of his life.”
Earlier this month, he fi led suit against USC, 
the house’s architect and constructor, Sigma 
Nu fraternity and its local chapter. Tanenbaum 
declined further comment, citing the pending 
lawsuit.
In court f il ings, Eichorn and his lawyer 
claim those groups failed to take precautions to 
prevent such a fall because windows in the house 
were allowed to open too high. Representatives 
of each, they say, approved plans that didn’t 
include window restrictors.
Such restrictors are a key focus of a memo 
written by Dennis Pruitt, USC’s vice president 
for student affairs, after a young woman fell 
from a window in Patterson Hall and died in 
August 2002. 
In that memo, sent in August 2004 and 
included with the filing, USC established a 
standard that residence hall windows can’t open 
more than 10 inches. 
Under USC’s policy, restrictors can be added 
to windows on the fi rst few fl oors of a building 
Courtesy of USC
Jimmy Eichorn, a former USC student and member of Sigma Nu Fraternity, fell from a second-
story window of the chapter’s house (above) in February 2010 and is now fi ling suit against USC. EICHORN ● A5
EICHORN ● Continued from A3
The Daily Gamecock is  
recruiting for a position 
in our organization, 
Assistant Training and 
Recruitment Director, 
for Fall 2012.
Do you enjoy constantly meeting 
and working with new people
Well, here’s your chance.  The award-
winning Daily Gamecock, rated 14th 
best collegiate paper in the nation by 
the Princeton Review, is looking for help 
to assist with directing our new training 
program starting Fall 2012.
Do you want to work in an 
exciting, fast-paced environment
Do you want to make an impact 
on your university before jumping 
into the job market
No prior training or journalism experience 
is required.  However, this will be a senior 
position within The Daily Gamecock 
organization.  This is an incredible 
opportunity for anyone looking for 
dynamic professional development while 
still in college and wanting to be part of a 
creative and cutting-edge team.
Applicants should email a resume with contact information to 
editor@dailygamecock.com.  We’re accepting applications now!
Comments on this story? 
Visit dailygamecock.com/news
only if it has a sprinkler system . 
According to court documents, 
plans for the Sigma Nu house, 
approved in November 2002, 
included sprinklers. 
Those plans were approved by a 
university review board. Houses in 
the Greek Village have to follow a 
list of 17 guidelines set by USC. 
Those guidelines, included in the 
initial fi ling, regulate landscaping, 
cosmetics and some design aspects 
of  Greek houses ,  but  do not 
mention their windows .
That’s because USC’s 10-inch 
standard doesn’t apply to Greek 
housing, according to university 
spokesman Wes H ick man, as 
the buildings aren’t owned by 
USC, and the specif ics of their 
construction are governed by local 
building codes.
Accord ing to Jer r y Brewer, 
associate vice president for student 
affairs, that distinction explained, 
in part, why the university didn’t 
change its policies in the years 
following Eichorn’s fall.
“It ’s  not un iversit y pol icy,” 
Brewer sa id. “That’s bu i ld ing 
code.”
Whether USC should have made 
changes is “the essence of the 
lawsuit,” he said.
Regardless, in a fi ling last Friday, 
the university contended through 
Michael Pauley, an attorney, that 
it can’t be responsible for Eichorn’s 
injur ies, c it ing the state Tort 
Claims Act, which sets the statute 
of limitations at two years. 
Whether USC’s motion to have 
the case dismissed will be accepted 
is not yet clear as the lawsuit is 
pending.
The case’s other defendants 
had not submitted any filings by 
Wednesday. 
EICHORN ● Continued from A4
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As the new school year 
begins in earnest today, 
freshmen and others are 
scurrying around campus 
to f ind the locat ion of 
their classes.
That ’s why Thomas 
G r u e l ,  a  t h i r d -y e a r 
exercise science student , 
t e a m e d  u p  w i t h  h i s 
fraternity, Kappa Upsilon 
Chi, along with sorority 
Zeta Sigma Chi to show 
s t udent s  where  t hei r 
classes are being held.
Greek s  on Greene , 
he ld  i n  f ront  o f  t he 
Russell House midday 
We d n e s d a y,  s h o w e d 
s t udent s  where  t hei r 
classes were on a map 
or took the extra step of 
walk ing with them to 
their building.
It was also a stepping 
stone for students curious 
about  Frater n it y  a nd 
Sorority Life and rushing 
an organization outside 
of the Fraternity Council. 
“ W h e n  I  w a s  a 
freshman, I was pretty 
confused on where to go 
to for my classes, so I 
thought this would be a 
great opportunity for the 
fraternity to get involved 
in helping the student 
body,” Gruel said.
—  C o m p i l e d  b y 
Morgan Simpson 
Greeks on Greene point freshmen in right direction
Brian Almond/ THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Members of Zeta Sigma Chi sorority and Kappa Upsilon Chi fraternity helped freshmen Wednesday.
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Several LGBT organizations gathered together on the Russell House Patio 
to welcome incoming LGBT students and their allies to USC. Organizations 
including BGLSA, YEAH! and the Harriet Hancock Center were present.
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My summer was fantastic. It began, however, in 
disappointment. I watched in horror as my home 
state, North Carolina, became the 31st state to 
amend its constitution to ban the legal recognition 
of same-sex marriage . To make matters worse, the 
complicated legal language of the amendment also 
denies same sex-couples the right to enter into civil 
unions or domestic partnerships. This may seem 
trivial but in actuality is far more signifi cant than the 
marriage ban.
Years before the idea for this hateful amendment 
was ever conceived, same-sex marriage was legally 
prohibited in the state of North Carolina. Even if the 
amendment had been defeated by the voters, North 
Carolina statutory law prohibiting same-sex marriage 
would have remained intact. It was an utterly pointless 
measure reflecting the homophobic tendencies of 
lawmakers in my home state and, sadly, also the vast 
majority of North Carolinians. I worked the polls all 
day, passionately appealing to voters, trying to inform 
them that North Carolina Amendment One wasn’t 
even about same-sex marriage, like all 
the ads depicted. It was about taking 
that extra step, denying homosexual 
couples the r ight to any legal ly 
recognized relationship , tearing apart 
thousands of families and enshrining 
in the constitution of my  great state 
bigoted morality based on outdated Old 
Testament interpretations.
I was appalled by some of the things 
I heard from voters that day. So few 
were aware of the implications of the 
amendment’s success, and many refused 
to listen as I calmly made my case. A significant 
number of voters told me their pastor advised them a 
certain way to vote and that was it. Pleas for tolerance 
fell on deaf ears throughout the county, according 
to other poll workers with whom I spoke. In fact, I 
haven’t encountered a defense of Amendment One 
devoid of significant reliance on the mandates of 
Leviticus. That includes the arguments of well-
educated conservative politicians. 
The case I was trying to make to the voters was 
simple: 1) There is no occasion in which the majority 
is ever justifi ed in denying rights to a minority group. 
2) It is no business of the government to legislate 
misinterpreted Christian morality, or any theology 
for that matter. Ironically, Amendment One violates 
the greater message of the messiah supporters so 
vehemently claim to follow. 3) Heterosexual couples 
have done a masterful job of defiling the sanctity 
of “traditional marriage” as the divorce statistics 
clearly indicate, so any attempt to prohibit same-sex 
marriage by arguing for traditionalism is baseless. 
The North Carolina vote does not represent 
the general trend of the nation. It is simply an old 
Southern holdout resisting a positive social movement 
which will ultimately prevail. I can only hope that day 
will come sooner, rather than later. 
USC’s on-campus housing has 
always been limited, and this year, 
perhaps, has been the worst. With the 
largest group of incoming students yet , 
housing demands this year far exceeded 
availability. But along with the increase 
of demand for housing also came 
roughly a 5 percent 
increase in housing 
costs, something that 
was apparent to me as 
I paid my bills on VIP 
this year. This increase 
in housing costs, I was 
informed, was due to the 
renovations that have 
taken place recently.
Perhaps there is no 
need to explain just 
how angr y I was to 
fi nd out, the day before I moved into 
my obscenely expensive Horseshoe 
apar t ment in Pinck ney/ Legare 
Colleges , that this prime and highly 
demanded housing spot was completely 
uninhabitable. The walls and furniture 
were covered in mold, and the toilet 
had not been fl ushed since the previous 
inhabitants had moved out. I was lucky 
enough to be able to quickly find 
alternative arrangements, though not 
ideal ones. As a junior in college, I am 
now back in a dorm rather than in an 
apartment with my friends. But not 
everyone has been fortunate enough 
to even be able to fi nd an alternative 
housing arrangement. In the past 
week, I’ve heard stories of freshmen 
entering their on-campus rooms on 
move-in day to fi nd dorm walls ripped 
to shreds or, in an extreme case, a pile 
of feces sitting in the middle of the 
carpet, forcing the student to have 
to commute from home due to the 
inability to obtain last-minute housing 
reassignments.
Such horror stories should not exist 
on our campus. On-campus housing 
rates are already exorbitant and in 
some cases more than double the 
cost of off-campus housing. For such 
prices, the very least USC could do 
is ensure that students are provided 
with comfortable living arrangements 
and do not have to worry about health 
issues that could arise due to abysmal 
sanitation conditions. Situations like 
the above mentioned reflect a huge 
lack of responsibility on the part of 
USC as well as a poor management 
system. In all on-campus housing 
buildings, resident mentors and 
regular maintenance staff are tasked 
with helping ensure that the facilities 
are kept clean and habitable. However, 
if such duties are neglected or poorly 
performed and there is nobody to 
solidly enforce completion, then the 
student body suffers.
USC administration must consider 
taking housing conditions of students 
more seriously, or if they are simply 
unable to do so, must make housing 
costs a fair and accurate refl ection of 
the conditions of the buildings. An 
un-renovated and moldy apartment on 
the Horseshoe, for example, should not 
be the same price as a newly renovated 
one, and it most certainly should not 
cost $7,000 per school year. If USC 
does not pay more attention these 
things, it will continue to compromise 
a fundamental right of the students: 
the right to have a safe place to live. 
None of us really think too much about the 
“Stand Up Carolina” motto we hear about in 
our University 101 class during freshman 
year, the principle that encourages students 
and bystanders to take preventative action 
against violence around campus. However, 
t he a r rest  on 
Tu e s d a y  o f 
a  s t u d e nt  i n 
Maxcy College 
f o u n d  w i t h 
f i v e  g u n s  i n 
his possession 
m a k e s  u s 
consider taking 
th is pr inciple 
more seriously. 
A nd it  makes 
us grateful that 
o n  Tu e s d a y, 
someone did.
A situation like this one poses a risk for 
the entire student body. There’s no saying 
what might have happened had the weapons 
not been found, but with recent news stories 
of violence on college campuses around 
America, we have good reason to be on 
guard. This time we were on guard, and we 
applaud the Carolina community for that.
Without the collective efforts of students, 
resident mentors and the police network, 
we could not prevent potential crises for 
university security. This week, we saw the 
lessons about bystander accountability and 
emergency scenario role-play activities 
become a reality, and it is important we 
carry these lessons with us into the future. It 
takes a community to sustain a community, 
and we must remember that when the safety 
of the student body is involved, we all have 
major stake.
So thanks to all of us at Carolina for 
looking out for each other. Our Carolina 
Alert email system is not yet as sharp as it 
needs to be and still sends out alerts — we 
feel — 24 hours too late, but as long as we 
continue to work together, we can continue 
to build a safe living environment for all our 
students. 
Over the next few weeks, 
new students will inevitably be 
bombarded with advice.
Join a fraternity! Don’t join 
a fraternity! Chicken Finger 
Wednesdays! And so on.
Receiving infi nite suggestions 
and reminders can be irritating. 
You may fi nd yourself ignoring 
this advice, and that’s OK.
But only to a 
cer ta in ex tent . 
Do listen to your 
RM’s suggestion 
t o  n o t  s m o k e 
i n  you r  room; 
d o n ’ t  i g n o r e 
your professor’s 
advice to study for 
weekly quizzes. 
But chances are, 
after going to a 
few orientations and attending a 
few socials, you’ll get a lot of tips 
from upperclassmen that might 
not always be worth taking to 
heart on things like how to 
make friends, what to prioritize 
in your life and when to study. 
Ultimately these things are 
individual opinions, and holding 
fastidiously to these pointers 
could do more harm than good. 
When you heed every warning 
you hear, you adopt assumptions 
about the world around you, 
and nothing is more likely to 
stunt your personal growth than 
assumptions. Sure, you may be 
more likely to trip and stumble, 
but you’re also more likely to 
expand your possibilities to their 
full potential. As famed director 
Billy Wilder put it, “Trust your 
own instincts. Your mistakes 
might as well be your own, 
instead of someone else’s.” 
In the end, college is an 
experience, an exploration best 
discovered outside the velvet 
ropes and traffi c cones. College 
is best when discovered by you. 
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 One Belgian waff le 
covers a plate, with the 
ironed-on grid standing 
as  t he on ly hope to 
tackling the giant-sized 
breakfast.
Four battered chicken 
w i n g s  me e t  i n  t he 
middle, still steaming 
from the fryer. A syrup 
dispenser sits nearby, 
wa it ing to meld t he 
two together in gooey 
goodness.
I t ’ s  c h i c k e n  a n d 
waff les: a staple of the 
South and an all-but-
healthy comfort food 
creation. And now, it’s 
come to Columbia.
K i k i’s  Ch icken & 
Waf f les, founded by 
USC alumna Kitwanda 
Smith , opened on Two 
Notch Road Saturday. 
I t ’s  t he  c i t y ’s  f i r s t 
ch icken and waf f les 
restaurant — following 
t he  l i ke s  of  Glady s 
Knight’s famous Atlanta 
locale — but still boasts 
a full Southern-style 
menu along with the 
namesake dish.
The restaurant sits 
in a strip mall off Two 
Notch,  a  20 -minute 
drive for USC students, 
but it’s been noted: It 
is the only chicken and 
waffl es spot in the city.
It’s small but spacious, 
w it h a  la rgely  open 
dining room peppered 
with traditional table 
settings and high-top 
ba r  t able s .  R hy t h m 
and blues slow jams 
l i ke  “Brow n Sugar” 
b y  D ’A n g e l o  f l o w 
through the restaurant, 
with a long green wall 
decorated with one large 
script “Kiki’s Chicken & 
Waffl es.”
Smith, who graduated 
US C  i n  20 0 9  w i t h 
a market ing degree, 
personally greets each 
customer and pulls out 
a pad of paper to take 
drink orders. There’s 
no middle man between 
the owner and customer 
— although that could 
change as business picks 
up — and Smith herself 
goes back and for th 
from the kitchen with 
refills, coffee creamer 
and extra napkins.
T he  c h ic k e n  a nd 
waff les, of course, are 
the heart of the menu 
for a cool $9.99. It’s a 
daunt ing dish — the 
f r ied ch icken w ings 
complete ly  ve i l  t he 
fresh-cooked waffl e, and 
a fork and knife really 
seem to offer no resolve.
It ’s not prett y, but 
according to Smith, 
there is a chicken and 
waffl es etiquette.
First, cut the waff le 
into bite-sized pieces 
— again, look to the 
ironed grid for a little 
guidance in the midst 
of  t he  ju mbo mea l . 
Get the chicken off the 
wing and into waff le-
complimenting pieces. 
It will be a challenge, 
and it is no way ever 
going to be date food.
Prep the syrup and 
swoop both the chicken 
and waf f le s  for  one 
per fec t ly  prepa red , 
delicious bite.
A n d  K i k i ’ s 
a u t h e n t i c i t y  c a n ’ t 
b e  m at c hed .  Sm it h 
a c k n o w l e d g e d  t h e 
ch icken and waf f les 
s p e c i a l s  a t  c h a i n 
restaurants like IHOP 
and Lizard’s Thicket, 
but  made one  c lea r 
Tyler Simpson
TSIMPSON@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Country music and cold cans went hand-in-hand at the Tin Roof Tuesday n ight  a s  ever y t h i ng 
“got a little sideways” with country 
singer Dierks Bentley stopping by 
Columbia’s Tin Roof to give USC 
students an end-of-the-summer 
party to remember.
The plat inum-selling country 
a r t i s t  per for med on t he bar ’s 
outdoor stage as part of his “Back to 
College” tour, which features only 
three stops at SEC schools. Bentley 
has recorded six gold and platinum 
albums as well as 10 singles reaching 
No. 1 on the Billboard country 
char t ,  most  of  wh ich Bent ley 
performed on stage.
The gates opened around 6 p.m. 
as the sold-out crowd started fi lling 
up the 3,500-capacity parking lot 
area. The girls wore their cowboy 
boots and denim shorts while some 
guys brought their cowboy hats. 
They grabbed themselves a cold 
bottle of beer and listened to both 
old-fashioned and modern country 
music over the loud speakers.
Kelly Nash of FM radio station 
97.5’s “The Morning Rush” kicked 
off the show around 7 p.m. and 
energized the crowd for the opening 
act with a “GAME-COCKS” chant.
The Nashv i l le-based count y 
trio the Cadillac Black then took 
the stage with their red Solo cups, 
trucker caps and dangerously long 
hair. Performing such songs as “Get 
Your Buzz On,” “Whiskey Soaked 
Redempt ion” a nd “Ten nes see 
Mojo,” the band entertained the 
crowd with its hillbilly-hipster style 
of country music.
The fairly new trio, which formed 
in 2011, psyched everybody up for 
Dierks Bent ley while f rontman 
Jaren Johnston moved around the 
stage and rocked to his guitar.
Johnston took a few moments 
in between songs to talk about his 
friendship with Bentley, who has 
worked with Johnston inside the 
recording studio. Johnston currently 
serves as producer of Bentley’s latest 
album “Country and Cold Cans.” 
After the Cadillac Black left the 
stage, the crowd showed their love 
for the band’s music by shouting 
their name back at the stage.
A s t he n ight  g rew closer  to 
Bentley’s performance, worry hit 
the faces of fans as the sky started 
showing signs of rain. The rain did 
fall, but it didn’t matter once Dierks 
Bentley took the stage and rocked 
the night away.
B e n t l e y  k i c k e d  o f f  h i s 
performance with one of his latest 
songs “Country and Cold Cans” to 
audience members who held their 
cups and aluminum cans in the air, 
clapped their hands and waved their 
arms. Bentley continued with crowd 
favorites “Grab a Beer” and “Am I 
the Only One.” 
“I feel like the bartender that gets 
up on stage, sings along and starts 
pouring out the drinks,” Bentley 
sa id while holding up his Solo 
cup and drinking to the many in 
attendance.
As the rain fel l, Bent ley kept 
the crowd energized as girls took 
to the tops of guys’ shoulders and 
guitar picks f lew from the stage. 
The crowd danced and sang along 
to Bentley’s more vitalizing hits like 
“Feel That Fire” and “Sideways.” 
But it was when Bentley performed 
“Free and Easy (Down the Road I 
Go)” that the crowd overpowered 
Dierks
Bentley 
plays Tin Roof
USC grad brings Southern combo to Columbia
Chloe Gould
CGOULD@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Kiki’s Chicken & Waffl es introduces 
comfort cuisine to capital city
Country singer takes Columbia 
stage with the Cadillac Black 
Photos by Andrew Askins / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Dierks Bentley played Tin Roof Tuesday night on his “Back to College” tour.
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Kitwanda Smith, a 
2009 USC alumna 
and owner of Kiki’s 
Chicken & Waffl es, 
opened her Two 
Notch Road restau-
rant on Saturday.
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“Got the sun shinin’ on me like a big spotlight,
so I know everything is gonna be all right.”
— Dierks Bentley
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sign up for this session
or schedule a personalized session for your 
residence hall, department or organization @
www.sa.sc.edu/shs/chdc/training
Listen.R espond.
 
mental health is everyone’s business.
become a Suicide Prevention Gatekeeper
 at an upcoming training session:
Open and free to all students, 
faculty & staff
Registration is required at 
www.sa.sc.edu/shs/chdc/training
offered on campus year-round 
to students/faculty/staff
more info: (803) 777-5223 or 
jenmyers@mailbox.sc.edu
carolina
creed:
another way of saying
“I got your back.”
Wednesday, Aug. 29, 1-3:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 12, 9-11:30 a.m.
Monday, Sept. 24, 10 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 5, 1-3:30 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 25, 2:30-5:00 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 13, 2-4:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 4, 3-5:30 p.m.
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distinction: They use chicken strips while Kiki’s uses four quite large fried 
chicken wings.
The Belgian waffl es also add an extra fl avor, by request, to the combo with 
walnut, blueberry, wheat and chocolate chip batters available. A single waffl e in 
any of the speciality fl avors is also served up for $3.75.
The menu offers other comfort food favorites like fried okra, pork chops and 
Smith’s grandma’s shrimp and grits recipe — complete with andouille sausage 
and mushrooms for $13.99.
And in rounding out the menu and meal, there is just one thing left to be said: 
red velvet waffl e. It’s topped with cream cheese icing and strawberries.
It’s a menu full of dishes and recipes you would think were passed down 
through generations. Each item is simple in presentation, with a buttermilk 
biscuit on the side, but Smith has much simpler inspiration behind the 
restaurant and its offerings.
She visited Knight’s Atlanta restaurant as well as Amy Ruth’s soul food stop 
in Harlem , and she decided Columbia needed the same food done right. She 
and kitchen manager Tyrone Cyrus came up with the idea in October 2011 and 
bought the location in 2012.
The recipes are her own, with a little help from her grandma, and most of her 
guidance has come from Food Network’s “Restaurant: Impossible” with Robert 
Irvine. She hopes to cater and grow Kiki’s to Charleston, her hometown. But 
for now, Smith’s hoping to bring in the college crowd that appreciates the 
combo.
Chicken and waffl es in Columbia. It’s the fi rst of its kind, and it beats the 
chains’ chicken tender attempts. 
Bentley — although the sing-along was accompanied by a few technical 
diffi culties.
The country singer didn’t hesitate to share the attention on stage as 
he gave shout-outs to his bandmates and invited Johnston to sing some 
songs from Bentley’s latest album.
Bentley not only performed for attendees in the parking lot area, but 
also for spectators viewing the concert from their Hilton Columbia 
Center hotel room windows across the streets. He urged the crowd to 
wave and the hotel occupants waved back.
Gamecocks and USC students chanted “U-S-C” between songs, but 
Bentley felt there was another chant that needed to be heard: “U-S-A.” 
Bentley reminded everybody of the soldiers who have been fi ghting to 
defend this country before performing “Home.” 
Bentley even took a trip down memory lane for his hard-core fans by 
performing songs written during the earlier days of his career like “How 
Am I Doin’,” “Lot of Leavin’ Left to Do” and “Every Mile a Memory.” 
The concert ended on a high note with Bentley performing the song 
that started it all, “What Was I Thinkin’.” The crowd sang along to 
Bentley’s fi rst No. 1 hit while Bentley ran around the stage, interacted 
with his bandmates and reached out for the girls sitting on shoulders.
Through the rain and the technical diffi culties, Bentley’s performance 
reminded everyone in the crowd that country music is all about having a 
good time with friends and families. 
Chris Brown / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Kiki’s signature dish is the chicken and waffl es plate (above), served 
with four fried chicken wings and a giant Belgium waffl e for $9.99. 
DIERKS ● Continued from A9 KIKI'S ● Continued from A9
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 Joshua Seth does not like to label 
himself as a hypnotist. 
“I  ca l l  mysel f  a  psycholog ica l 
illusionist,” Seth said. “Hypnosis is one 
of the things I do.” 
S e t h ,  w h o  p e r f o r m e d  f o r  a 
packed Russell House Ballroom at 
Wednesday’s Carolina Productions 
show, learned hypnosis as a child. 
“My parents are both psychologists 
and my dad is a hypnotherapist , so I 
learned how to hypnotize at a rather 
young age, init ially for myself for 
accelerated learning techniques for 
personal improvement, but later on to 
be funny and entertaining,” Seth said. 
“Unlike other hypnotists, I also do 
mentalism and reading body language 
and persuasion — stuff with your 
eyes open and not just with your eyes 
closed.” 
Seth has been touring colleges and 
theaters for about six years . Prior to 
traveling with his act, the performer 
worked as a voice actor, most notably 
playing Tai on the animated series and 
movie “Digimon” and Tetsuo in the 
anime fi lm “Akira.” Seth incorporates 
the skills he acquired as a voice actor 
into his live shows. 
“I think that a live performer should 
know mic technique. As a voice actor, 
my ears are very sensitive and hopefully 
as an audience member, you will be 
attuned to that as well. When I’m 
speaking on mic, it’s not just a harsh, 
grating, forceful tone that’s coming 
through, but there are peaks and 
valleys and personality coming through 
vocally,” Seth said. “I know how to 
infuse the voice with a lot of feeling.” 
While he enjoyed his time as a voice 
actor, he has turned down many recent 
opportunities in favor of going on the 
road. 
“I’ve always wanted to tour,” Seth 
said. “And I really love it. This is all I 
want to do now. The touring lifestyle 
is defi nitely not for everyone. It’s very 
exhausting. It’s a lot of late nights 
and early morning fl ights, but there’s 
nothing like the roar of a live crowd, 
especially a college crowd. It’s a lot of 
fun.” 
Seth said college audiences are his 
favorite. 
“People turn out in droves. They’re 
ready to party. I don’t have to pull 
any punches,” Seth said. “College is 
all about fi nding out who you are and 
where your place is in the world, and 
I think part of that exploration can 
be achieved through this kind of live 
entertainment, and it has been for me, 
too.” 
And they did indeed come in droves. 
The line to enter the show stretched 
through the second-fl oor dining room. 
More than 100 students lined the 
ballroom walls, standing or sitting 
on the f loor because there were not 
enough seats to accommodate the large 
crowd.
Set h ex pla ined h is  process  of 
hypnosis to The Daily Gamecock. 
“I have, I think, a pretty unique 
style of induction because I’ve done 
a lot of shows and TV around the 
world with non-English speak ing 
audiences, so a lot of my induction 
involves glottal clicks, tapping you 
on acupuncture points and sort of a 
magnetic personality,” Seth said. “It’s 
less about the words and more about 
the magnetism of the personality in 
that moment. I think that’s part of what 
makes the show strong and unique.” 
While everyone in the audience did 
not have a chance to come on stage, 
Seth hypnotized the crowd at the 
beginning of the show as they marveled 
at how their index fi ngers magnetically 
touched after being separated. The 
performer also led the crowd through 
guided visualization as they thought 
of the same number he was imagining. 
E ig ht e e n  s t ude nt  vo lu nt e e r s 
were brought onto the stage to be 
hypnotized. Seth used various accents 
throughout his act, including a French 
and Spanish accent as well as a voice 
resembling Borat’s. The hypnotized 
volunteers experienced several bizarre 
situat ions, including playing in a 
world famous orchestra, losing the 
ability to speak English, becoming 
some of the world’s f irst pregnant 
men and competing in a Japanese rap 
competition. 
To learn more about Seth’s act, 
v isit him online at facebook.com/
therealjoshuaseth , @JoshuaSeth on 
Twitter or on joshuaseth.com . 
FOLLOW
US ON
thegamecock
T w i t t e r
Hypnotist sets students under spell
Photos by Brian Almond / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Students played in orchestras and spoke different languages while hypnotized.
Kristyn Winch
KWINCH@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Joshua Seth performs annual 
Welcome Week show on campus
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When redshirt junior Jimmy Legree 
met with defensive coordinator Lorenzo 
Ward at the end of last season to discuss 
moving from free safety to his more 
natural position of cornerback, he said 
he was excited.
When he heard the news of senior 
cornerback A keem Auguste’s groin 
injury , Legree saw it as a chance for 
redemption.
With Auguste’s evaluation projecting 
him to miss four to five weeks of the 
season , Legree, who only started two 
games last season at free safety, said 
Auguste’s injury meant “it was just time 
for me to step up.”
T hough  L eg ree  s a id  he’s  b een 
practicing with the fi rst team, alongside 
redshirt freshman Ahmad Christ ian 
tak ing snaps with the second team, 
secondary coach Grady Brown isn’t 
ready to name Legree the starter for 
Vanderbilt . 
Christ ian has been sidel ined for 
several practices with a concussion . He 
wore a yellow “no contact” jersey in 
Monday night’s practice .
“I wouldn’t say that anyone is locked 
in,” Brown said. “My job as a coach is to 
develop these guys and put the best four 
players on the fi eld, whoever that may be 
at the time.”
B e s i d e s  C h r i s t i a n ,  L e g r e e ’ s 
compet it ion to replace Aug uste is 
f reshman T.J.  Gurley ,  who Brown 
praised as a “young guy that’s doing a 
good job.” Senior Jared Shaw can also 
play that position, as well as freshman 
Chaz Elder .
Brown said he isn’t concerned about 
the depth because some of the younger 
players, like Elder and Gurley, are ready 
to play at that position, though he hasn’t 
decided if either will redshirt this season.
“You’ll always hear me talk about 
developing players, and this season is a 
prime example of why you need as many 
players ready as possible,” Brown said.
Brown doesn’t want to downplay 
experience, but he stressed having the 
best player at any time on the fi eld.
As far as Auguste, Brown said his 
experience will be missed, but he thinks 
he has enough players ready to avoid 
moving people from another position 
to create more depth at cornerback. 
Auguste missed all of the 2011 season 
Injuries to Wilds, Carson 
deplete running corps
Isabelle Khurshudyan
IKHURDSHUDYAN@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Running back Shon Carson (above) is out indefi nitely with a wrist injury. 
Jimmy Legree (top) is competing for a spot in the starting lineup.INJURIES ● B7
Check out tomorrow’s issue for season 
predictions and breakdowns of each position.
FOOTBALL 2012
Legree steps up as cornerback for Auguste
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The South Carolina baseball team 
completed its coaching staff for the 
2012-13 season on Monday, when 
Brian Buscher was welcomed to the 
team as a volunteer assistant coach 
and assistant coach Sammy Esposito 
was given the addit ional t it le of 
recruit ing coordinator. Buscher 
will work primarily with corner 
infi elders.  
Chad Holbrook was promoted 
from associate head coach to head 
coach in July after former coach Ray 
Tanner was named athletic director. 
Buscher returns to the Gamecocks 
a f ter  manag ing t he Colu mbia 
Blowf ish in the spring of 2012, 
leading them to the Coastal Plain 
League Pettit Cup Championship. 
He was a volunteer assistant for 
USC’s 2011 national championship 
team. 
As a player for the Gamecocks, 
Buscher was an All-American in 
2003, and he played for Major 
League Baseball’s Minnesota Twins 
for parts of three seasons. In 2008, 
he hit .294 with 47 RBIs in 70 
games.
“When this opportunity became 
open and Coach Tanner took the 
athletic director role here, [Buscher] 
was the fi rst and only name that I 
thought of,” Holbrook said. “It’s 
great for us as far as recruiting is 
concerned to have a big leaguer on 
our staff — not only a big leaguer, 
but someone who played in the 
garnet and black. We’re thrilled 
about the addition of Brian Buscher 
to our staff.”
Buscher played fi rst and third base 
for the Twins, and Holbrook expects 
him to impact USC’s defense. Drew 
Meyer, a student assistant coach for 
last year’s squad, will also return to 
the team to work with infi elders.
“Joey Pankake had a terrifi c end 
of his freshman year defensively, 
and Coach Buscher’s going to build 
on that,” Holbrook said. “One of the 
staples of our team and our program 
and the tradition of South Carolina 
since Coach Tanner’s been here is 
the way we play defense, and Coach 
Buscher’s going to certainly help us 
in that regard.”
Buscher said his goal is to make 
sure USC players understand the 
importance of attention to details.
“That’s one thing I’m going to 
try to press upon the players — pay 
attention to why we want to tell you 
certain things, fi eld ground balls or 
get into hitter’s counts,” he said. “I 
think those kinds of things will help 
them get better. They can make 
adjustments quicker in games.”
E s p o s i t o  w i l l  t a k e  o n  t h e 
re spons ibi l i t ie s  of  rec r u it i ng 
coordinator af ter spending f ive 
sea sons  w it h  t he  G amecock s , 
working with hitters and catchers 
Buscher joins baseball staff as assistant
Esposito becomes new 
recruiting coordinator
Paulina Berkovich
PBERKOVICH@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Allen Sharpe / SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETICS
Chad Holbrook, who became head coach of the baseball team after Ray Tanner was promoted to athletic director, announced his completed staff on Monday.
He may not coach there anymore, but 
Carolina Stadium is still steeped in Athletic 
Director Ray Tanner’s legacy .
Now, the road leading to it has been named 
in his honor .
The three blocks of Williams Street that 
run alongside the stadium were renamed 
by Columbia City Council Tuesday night as 
“Tanner Way.” 
Street signs along those blocks will be 
replaced with garnet markers that bear 
Tanner’s name and USC’s palmetto tree logo.
The honor follows Tanner’s three consecutive College World 
Series fi nals appearances , including two national championships , 
and his last of 16 seasons as USC’s head baseball coach .
But the formal resolution approved by City Council speaks 
to Tanner’s off-the-field work, too, including his Ray Tanner 
Foundation .
It reads, “Coach Tanner’s steadfast commitment to his 
community, the University of South Carolina and the City 
of Columbia exemplify our highest traditions of dedication, 
leadership and service.”
 — Compiled by Thad Moore, News Editor 
ROAD NAMED FOR RAY 
TANNER
STAFF ● B5

CAROLINA 2012
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Tw o  y e a r s  a g o ,  t he  S o u t h 
Carolina volleyball team was an 
SEC doormat , going just 7-23, and 
4-16 in the conference. Opponents 
were beat ing the Gamecocks in 
straight sets and the future looked 
bleak.
Then, last season, coach Scott 
Swanson came in from Minnesota 
to take over the squad and promptly 
doubled the wins from the 2010 
season in his fi rst year. 
While USC won just f ive SEC 
games last year, sophomore middle 
blocker Cara Howley , who is also 
one of three team captains, noticed 
a difference from the season before.
“When Coach Swanson came in, 
he completely changed the system,” 
Howley said. “We had better success 
and you could see it in the numbers. 
Not only that, but we got a training 
s t a f f  a nd  ever y t h i ng  bec a me 
completely organized. It was almost 
like a breath of fresh air when they 
all got here.”
That breath of fresh air carried 
the Gamecocks off to a 9-1 start last 
season before running into the SEC 
schedule, where they won just fi ve of 
the 19 league games. Swanson says 
his team was just not “ready for the 
big leagues,” something he hopes to 
change this season.
“ T h e  Te n n e s s e e ’s  a n d  t h e 
Florida’s and the top schools in 
t he conference a re  s t i l l  more 
physical and more talented than 
us,” Swanson said. “But I think we 
are going to compete against them 
a whole lot better than we did last 
year. Instead of losing 3-0 with some 
pretty lopsided scoring, I could see 
us winning some games on a night 
where we’re playing our best and 
they’re maybe a little down.”
U S C  w i l l  b e g i n  t h e  2 01 2 
season Friday night by host ing 
the Gamecock Invitational. The 
G amecock s  w i l l  play Temple , 
Akron, East Tennessee State and 
UNC-Asheville over a span of two 
days. Because it will be the f irst 
regular season action for all f ive 
teams, Swanson does not know what 
to expect.
“I think that if you ask someone in 
the volleyball world, they’re going 
to say, ‘Well, an SEC team should 
beat all of these teams,’” Swanson 
said. “The thing about preseason 
and all of those factors is that we 
have no idea how good or bad some 
of these teams are going to be. They 
could have gotten a couple foreign 
players that have raised their level 
big time, or could have some players 
who have suffered some injuries. 
We just don’t know what to expect, 
and we’re not taking anyone for 
granted.”
Swanson, who compiled a 125-46 
record with fi ve NCAA tournament 
appearances in f ive seasons at 
Minnesota, feels his team is more 
athletic this season and has set a 
team goal of breaking the .500 mark 
in 2012.
If the Gamecocks are able to 
break even this season, they must 
do so with eight of the 17 players 
on roster being freshmen. Because 
these freshmen make up nearly half 
of the team, they will be counted on 
to continue the Gamecocks’ upward 
climb. Swanson said he believes the 
young players have gotten off to a 
good start.
“They have adjusted pretty well,” 
Swanson said. “The speed of the 
serving for the passers is still an 
issue I think. It’s going to take some 
time for them to adjust to how fast 
the ball is coming over the net now 
as to where it was in club and high 
school.” 
“I  feel  l ike t hey have rea l ly 
USC hosts volleyball invitational
Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
The volleyball team started strong last year but will look to improve upon its 
5-14 record in the SEC. USC welcomes eight new freshmen to the 2012 squad.
Kyle Heck
SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Gamecocks welcome four teams 
in season-opening tournament
VOLLEYBALL ● B7
LATE NIGHT
$5 MEAL DEAL
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from our menu for just $5 (plus tax)!
Not valid with any other offer. Offer only valid 11pm-4am, Thursday-Sunday at Five Points location. Offer ends 12/20/12.
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2006 DEVINE ST 
(Next to Walgreens)
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Sout h Carol ina’s  men’s soccer 
team once again faces the pressure to 
win coming into its 2012 campaign. 
After being crowned last year’s 2011 
regular season Conference USA co-
champions with University of Alabama 
at Birmingham and being picked fi rst 
in the 2012 Conference USA preseason 
coaches’ poll , the Gamecocks are 
surrounded by a lot of hype.
“Our expectation is to be on that 
level, so there is no added pressure 
for us,” head coach Mark Berson said . 
“This is what our guys sign up for when 
they come to play at South Carolina. 
They come to play for championships.”
Even though Southern Methodist, 
the 2011 Conference USA tournament 
winners, defeated the Gamecocks twice 
last season , including an early exit in 
the conference tournament, South 
Carolina beat out the Mustangs by one 
vote to be picked the preseason favorite 
to win the conference. 
“It was a wonderful compliment from 
the other coaches to vote us No. 1 this 
year,” Berson said. “But it really doesn’t 
matter to us because we know how 
tight it’s going to be. This conference 
is very deep with fi ve teams that could 
make the tournament, and honestly I 
don’t think this league will be decided 
until the last week of the season.”
Berson’s 2012 squad boasts seven 
USC seeks repeat
as SEC champion
Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Junior forward Bradlee Baladez, who had seven goals and fi ve assists for the Gamecocks last year, will be a key member of South Carolina’s offense again this season. 
Soccer faces challenging 
nonconference schedule
Chris Stanley
SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
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with a foot injury .
“He’s doing well,” Brown said. 
“He was obviously down early on 
when he initially injured his groin 
and everything. Day by day, time 
heals all wounds and he’s getting 
better.”
 Running back injuries: Entering 
the season, running backs coach 
Everette Sands referred to his 
running back corps as a “ful l 
stable.”
After injuries to both sophomore 
Bra ndon W i lds  a nd redsh i r t 
freshman Shon Carson , Sands’ 
depth has thinned considerably. 
Carson had surgery for a wrist 
injur y that wi l l keep him out 
indefi nitely, while Wilds has been 
wearing a boot at practice for a 
sprained ankle.
Star tailback Marcus Lattimore , 
who missed most of the 2011 season 
with a torn knee ligament , said he 
sympathizes with not just Carson 
and Wilds, but everyone on the 
team who has suffered injury.
“It hurts me when they get hurt 
because I know what they’re going 
through,” Lattimore said. “I know 
Shon is hurting right now. All of 
the guys that have been injured on 
our team are hurting right now. 
That’s who everyone on the team 
is playing for right now because we 
know how bad they want to be out 
there.” 
INJURIES ● Continued from B1
Comments on this story? 
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integrated into our team,” Howley 
added. “This preseason they have 
really done tremendously.”
Because  of  t he  r ugged SEC 
sc hedu le ,  Swa n son  s ay s  i t  i s 
important to take care of business 
against nonconference opponents. 
While USC did a good job of that 
last season, they must now carry 
that over into SEC competition.
“What is really on our mind is 
how good we can get before our 
third tournament,” Swanson said. 
“I think it’s crucial (to get off to a 
good start) because our conference 
is so tough. If we don’t take care of 
business now, we’re going to have 
a tough row to hoe the rest of the 
way.”
 
Comments on this story? 
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports
VOLLEYBALL ● Continued from B4
JULIETTE THEVENIN, JUNIOR, OPPOSITE HITTER: Thevenin was a 
force on both sides of the ball last season, leading the team with 313 
kills while also racking up 293 digs, which was second on the team. 
TAYLOR BRUNS, SENIOR, SERVER: Bruns is coming off a junior season 
that saw her rack up 951 aces, or 9.61 aces a set. In addition, Bruns 
lead the team with 24 service aces and a .333 attacking percentage. 
PAIGE WHEELER, JUNIOR, DEFENSIVE SPECIALIST: Last season, 
Wheeler played in a team-high 101 sets while racking up 475 digs. 
The Virginia Beach native also chipped in 14 service aces a year ago. 
Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Senior Taylor Bruns led the team in service aces and attacking percentage in 2011.
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returning starters from 
last year’s championship 
t e a m ,  i n c l u d i n g 
preseason all-conference 
forward Bradlee Baladez , 
who led Gamecocks in 
goals scored in 2011 with 
seven in 19 appearances. 
“Ever y t h ing st ar t s 
with the team for us,” 
Baladez said. “It would 
be easy to lose focus with 
all these accolades, but 
the main focus for this 
season is to keep getting 
wins and str iv ing for 
success.”
Other key players from 
last year are look ing 
to keep their form the 
same as it was last season. 
Midfi elders J.P. Rafferty 
and Braeden Troyer both 
notched two goals each 
in South Carolina’s fi rst 
preseason win against 
Georgia State . Baladez 
also scored two goals in 
a win against Elon, so 
last year’s starters haven’t 
shown signs of rust.
“ T h a t  g r o u p  o f 
players really came in 
f it this season, which 
is a testament to their 
dedication, and I give 
them full credit for that,” 
Berson said. “And it is a 
huge positive that your 
veterans can come in 
this ready and make the 
preseason run a lot more 
smoothly.”
As for the four spots 
that wi l l not be held 
by returning starters, 
Berson was conf ident 
those spots won’t be of 
any trouble to him or 
his team. According to 
Berson, his club’s quality 
and depth is one of its 
biggest strengths.
“We’ll have a number 
of g uys in a number 
of spot s that w i l l  be 
stepping up, and what 
we have is a really good 
dept h,”  Berson sa id. 
“This is not an 11-man 
team; it’s more of a 16- 
to 18-man team. We’ll 
see as the season moves 
along how this depth will 
help us.”
With a solid preseason 
so far, the Gamecocks 
l o o k  t o  a v o i d  l a s t 
sea son’s  pit f a l l s  a nd 
start out slowly. Last 
year Sout h Carol ina 
started out 2-4-1 before 
f in ish ing t he season 
out 9-7-3. With similar 
tough nonconference 
g a m e s  l i k e  N o .  2 0 
Northwestern and No. 
15  St .  Joh ns  ,  Sout h 
Carolina will be tested 
early again this season.
“Our schedule th is 
year is going to be one 
of the toughest, just like 
it was last year,” Berson 
said. “We may not have a 
glittering record to start 
the season, but we’re 
getting better, and it’s a 
new page this year, so I 
don’t know what we’re 
going to do. But that 
tough star t w i l l  help 
our RPI and will let us 
know what we need to fi x 
before we head into the 
conference schedule.”
BRADLEE BALADEZ — JUNIOR FORWARD : 
No one’s surprised Baladez is one of South 
Carolina’s top returners. After being named a 
Preseason All-American by multiple publications, 
the Gamecocks’ top scorer from 2011 will be sure 
to keep his same form as center forward in 2012. 
MIKE MANGOTIC —SENIOR DEFENDER : 
The UNC–Greensboro transfer enters his third 
year as a starter and continues to be the anchor 
of the Gamecocks’ defense. He comes into this 
season starting 41 consecutive matches for South 
Carolina, the most for any defender. 
J.P. RAFFERTY — JUNIOR MIDFIELDER :
Rafferty exited the 2011 season one of South 
Carolina’s best all-around midfielders . Look 
for the Raleigh native to be a key piece in the 
Gamecocks midfi eld on both offense and defense. 
Rafferty has come off the bench for most of his 
career, fi nishing with two goals and one assist last 
season. 
Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Junior J.P. Rafferty was one of the Gamecocks’ best 
midfi elders last season, scoring two goals for USC.
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South Carolina women’s soccer 
will take the field for the first of 
seven straight home games when it 
faces Mercer on Thursday night. 
USC is looking for its fi rst win of 
the season after tying Milwaukee 
in double overtime and losing to 
Minnesota 2-1 on an overt ime 
golden goal. 
“ It  c a me dow n to  u s  be i ng 
phy s ic a l ly  t i red  t h rough t wo 
overtime matches, and unfortunately 
worn down to not do the things 
we should do to keep teams off the 
scoreboard,” coach Shelley Smith 
said. “We learned that we will fi ght 
to the end ... This team is going to 
come together through the fall and 
get better every week.”
The Gamecocks entered t he 
season ranked No. 24 in the nation 
and were picked to finish second 
in the SEC in a preseason coaches’ 
poll. 
“I think it’s an honor to be that 
respected,” Smith said. “I think 
we’ve earned that respect across the 
country and in our conference. We 
don’t pay attention — the ranking 
that’s most important is at the end 
of the season, so that’s what we work 
towards. But we also feel good going 
into the season knowing that we 
have won that respect.”
USC has played without Sabrina 
D’A nge lo ,  a s  t he  sophomore 
goalkeeper is competing for Canada 
in the U-20 World Cup. D’Angelo 
was named to the preseason all-SEC 
team by College Sports Madness 
after notching 75 saves last season, 
holding opponents scoreless four 
times. 
“A player of [D’Angelo’s] caliber 
is always going to be something you 
miss,” Smith said. “She’s a leader 
and had an amazing impact on the 
fi eld last year as a freshman. We’re 
missing a piece, but we also have 
players that are ready to step in.
Sen ior  Da r ien  Verc i l lo  ha s 
stepped up to lead the Gamecocks 
from the goal during D’Angelo’s 
absence.
“Darien has come in the fi rst two 
games and played very well, made 
some great saves to try to keep us 
in games,” Smith said. “That’s what 
a team is. You have players behind 
you and the opportunity to step in 
and meet the challenge and help us 
succeed.”
Offensively, USC is looking to 
fi nd a rhythm after losing graduates 
K ay la  Gr i m s ley  a nd  Kor t ney 
Rhoades. Grimsley led the team 
with 10 goals last season. 
“Last year, early in the season, 
t h e r e  w e r e  t i m e s  w h e r e  w e 
st ruggled to f ind the net , even 
with tremendous goal-scorers like 
Kayla and Kortney,” Smith said. 
Soccer seeks fi rst win against Mercer 
Christopher Applebee / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Sophomore goalie Sabrina D’Angelo is currently in Japan competing for Canada in the U-20 World Cup. She will rejoin the Gamecocks against Mississippi State.
Gamecocks open 7-game 
homestand after overtime loss
Paulina Berkovich
PBERKOVICH@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Junior Gabrielle Gilbert is one of the Gamecocks’ biggest threats on offense.
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 TD Bank N.A. | TD Student Checking for full-time students up to the age of 24. If you are under the age of 18, you must open a joint checking 
account with a parent or legal guardian as a secondary owner. Proof of active student status – Student ID, a bill or receipt of payment to/from the institution 
attending as proof of status. Student beneﬁts expire after ﬁve years. ©2012 Visa U.S.A. Inc.
?  FREE ATM ACCESS. 
At thousands of TD ATMs from Maine to Florida.
?  YOUR WALLET’S BEST FRIEND. 
Use your TD Bank Debit Card with conﬁdence, everywhere 
Visa® debit is accepted.
?  MAKE EVERY PENNY COUNT, AND COUNT THEM FOR FREE. 
FREE Customer coin counting.
?  TD STUDENT CHECKING.SM 
No minimum balance and no monthly fee. Plus...
 -  No monthly maintenance fee for a TD Convenience 
Savings account when linked to your TD Student 
Checking account.
 -  Automatic sweep to your savings account helps you 
save more and earn interest. 
 - Transfer fee waived for overdraft protection.
For more information, call 1-888-751-9000, connect to  
www.tdbank.com or visit your nearest TD Bank.
STUDENT BANKING
THAT FITS YOUR STYLE.
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“It’s the same thing 
this year, where we’re 
fi guring out how we’re 
g o i n g  t o  b e  m o r e 
dangerous, how we’re 
going to break down 
our opponent. We’re 
wait ing to see who’s 
going to step up and 
find the net. We have 
potent ia l  scorers in 
Daniel le Au, Cor yn 
B a j e m a ,  G a b r i e l l e 
Gilbert and Courtney 
Angotti-Smith, who’s a 
freshman. 
“There are a lot of 
weapons that we have, 
we just have to make 
sure we’re connecting 
on our offensive third 
and taking advantage 
of our opportunities.”
Mercer is a member 
of the At lant ic Sun 
C o n f e r e n c e ,  a n d 
t he  Bea r s  come  to 
South Carolina after 
recording their f irst 
w i n  o f  t he  s e a s o n 
a g a i n s t  S o u t h e r n 
A labama on Sunday. 
Thursday’s game kicks 
off at 7 p.m. 
“We know they’ll be 
ready to play,” Smith 
said. “We have a target 
on our backs, being 
SEC champions the 
past year and going 
into the season ranked 
. . .  O pp onent s  w i l l 
come here wanting to 
prove something and 
knock us off. We need 
to match that intensity 
and make sure we play 
our game and take care 
of business at home.”
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SABRINA D’ANGELO — SOPHOMORE GOALIE
The Gamecocks have D’Angelo while she 
competes for Canada in the U-20 World Cup in 
Japan. D’Angelo will rejoin the team in time for 
its match against Mississippi State on Sept. 14.
DANI HENRY — SENIOR DEFENDER  
Henry was named to the Preseason All-SEC 
Second Team, and this season she is leading a 
USC defense that has held opponents to two 
goals in two overtime games. In 2011, Henry 
started all 23 games South Carolina played, 
spending most of the season at right back before 
moving to left back late in the year. 
GABRIELLE GILBERT — JUNIOR FORWARD 
The junior appeared in all of the Gamecocks’ 
matches last season, spending time at forward 
and midfi eld. She fi nished 2011 with three goals, 
including the game-winner against then-No. 22 
Auburn. Gilbert is a versatile player who made 
four starts at defender as a freshman in 2010.
Comments on this story? 
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports
HOUSING
WELCOME BACK! HUNDREDS 
OF HOUSES & APARTMENTS!
We have 1 and 2bdrm’s available 
starting at $290 to $800. Pet’s 
Ok! In many. 803-799-1333, www.
rentmartonline.com RENTMART 
Email rrentmart@sc.rr.com
DORM BLUES? LOOKING FOR A 
HOUSE INSTEAD?
We have hundreds of houses 
available. ALL AREAS SIZES & 
PRICES! 2, 3, & 4BEDROOMS. 
Prices start at $450 to $2250 
Some with Pet’s Ok! 803-799-
1333 or www.rentmartonline.com 
Email rrentmart@sc.rr.com
2Br/1Ba Home 1.5 Mi from 
campus!
Fenced yard, furnished/
unfurnished according to need. 
Fridge/stove/mic incl. Pets 
welcome w/deposit.
Email jimmysminimart@aol.com
Duplex near Olympia for Rent. 
Each unit is 1br, loft, kitchen and 
LR. Fully Renovated. 
Call 546-3262
2br $540 @ USC BBall Fld
Kit w/Appl, W/DConn,H2o inc
+Sec dpt,,Lse,803-600-5461. 
EMPLOYMENT
CAROLINA GYMNASTICS
NOW HIRING enthusiastic 
gymnastics instructors to start 
immediately. Please call us at 
803-788-2808.
Groucho’s Deli
P/T Kitchen Staff. Lunchtime Avail. 
Apply In Person. Groucho’s Deli 
611 Harden St. 
babysitter/driver
Looking for babysitter, preferably 
education student, to pick children 
up from school and babysit. Hours 
Monday-Thursday 3:00pm-
6:00pm. Please contact Staci at 
803-414-5591
Email lquan@sc.rr.com
EMPLOYMENT
Office Assistant
The Office of the Vice President 
for Research has an opening for 
an Office Assistant.  Prefer an 
undergraduate student with at 
least two years office experience.  
Candidate must have the 
following abilities:  Excellent office 
organizational skills, excellent 
computer skills to include the 
ability to design and manage 
websites, the ability to develop 
power point presentations, the 
capability to perform logical and 
highly organized filing of soft and 
hard data, word processing skills 
and excellent people skills in 
terms of answering the telephone 
and interacting effectively with 
faculty, staff and students.  To 
apply, please email your resume to 
Dr. Scott Little at slittle@mailbox.
sc.edu.  In the subject field, please 
reference Office Assistant position. 
Part-time Civil Engineering student 
needed for Irmo engineering firm. 
Strong CAD skills only. $12/hr. 
Flexible Schedule. Send resume 
to: office@insiteusa.net.
Telecounseling Positions Available 
The Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions is looking for 
enthusiastic, dedicated 
undergraduate students to assist 
with recruitment this year by 
calling prospective students, 
admitted students and their 
parents. Applicants should 
possess strong communication 
skills, enthusiasm for USC, good 
work ethic, professionalism, and 
basic computer and telephone 
skills.  Students are required to 
work a minimum of two nights per 
week during the hours of 5:00 to 
9:00pm Monday through Thursday 
throughout the school year, 
except on University holidays.  
Telecounseling pays $7.50/hr, 
and training begins on Monday 
September 10th.  Applications 
are available in the Office of 
Undergraduate Admissions 
located on the Horseshoe in 
Lieber College starting Thursday 
August 16th. Application deadline: 
Thursday August 30th at 5:00 pm. 
For more information, please call 
Alexandra Scovel at 777-9106.
EMPLOYMENT
Co-teacher Needed:
Energetic, enthusiastic, 
RESPONSIBLE person needed 
to work as a co-teacher in a large 
child development center near 
USC. Monday-Friday from 2PM-
6PM. Also substitute positions 
with variable hours available. Call 
803-799-8533 for more info.
Why USC? 
Gamecock Connection Positions 
Available 
Tell us why you love USC! 
The Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions is looking for 
enthusiastic, dedicated 
students to assist with recruiting 
prospective students at 
Admissions special events. In 
this role you can share your 
love for USC with prospective 
students, admitted students and 
their parents. Applicants should 
possess strong communication 
skills, enthusiasm for USC, good 
work ethic, and professionalism. 
We are looking for volunteers to 
assist with Admissions events this 
fall, and there will be a mandatory 
training meeting for new members. 
Applications will be available 
in the Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions located on the 
Horseshoe in Lieber College 
beginning Thursday August 16th. 
Application deadline: Friday, 
August 31st at 5:00 pm. For more 
information, please call Alexandra 
Scovel at 803-777-9106.
Afternoon Child Care Teachers
Experienced toddler and two year 
old teachers are needed to work 
in the afternoons from 1-5:30 at a 
church preschool that is located 
10 min. from campus.  Also 
looking for substitute teachers for 
mornings & afternoons. Qualified 
applicants should email resume to: 
eds@eastminsterpres.org or call 
(803) 771-1512 for more info.
Email eds@eastminsterpres.org
Retail Sales
Responsible student for 12-
5:30pm Tuesy-Friday preferred. 
Professional attire & references 
a must.  Must be able to stay 
until Dec. 22. Apply in person 
Gudmundson and Buyck 
Jewelers. 2931 Devine Street. 
799-7223
EMPLOYMENT
Tutors wanted for 5th grade
Aspersers twins 
in AGP/Honors classes. 
M - Th 3:30 - 5:30. $10/hr. 
Please call 803-920-5675
Part Time Couriers
Downtown law firm seeks 
PT Couriers. Must be able to 
work Monday and Wednesday, 
8:30-5:30, mornings and/or 
afternoons. Additional days/
hours may be available. Duties 
include running errands, metering 
mail, conference and break room 
clean up, answering phones and 
other general office duties. Must 
have own vehicle and proof of 
insurance. Business casual attire. 
Competitive salary w/mileage 
reimbursement and paid parking. 
Forward resume w/”PT Courier” 
in the subject line to colalawfirm@
gmail.com. Please include times 
available to work.
Legal Administrative Assistant 
(PT Hours)
Needed for top Regional Law 
firm.  Prefer student applicants 
currently enrolled in a legal degree 
field or who aspire to enter the 
legal profession.  Must be availabe 
20 hrs per week during regular 
business hours.  Forward resumes 
to jobs@gostaff.net or apply online 
at www.GoStaff.net.
Experienced Sandwich Maker
Now Hiring experienced sandwich 
maker.  Start 12/hr.  Part time. 
Lunch hours only.  No Nights or 
Weekends.  Apply in person ONLY. 
NO NAME DELI,  2042 Marion 
Street 
Email lkubilus@windstream.net
MISC
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
WELCOME BANQUET, Aug 31. 
Free dinner, entertainment, door 
prizes. 803.799.3452 
info@ifmusa.org
Parking Spaces: Pickens at 
Blossom, $280 semester 799.3452
 OPPORTUNITIES
$BARTENDING$, $300/Day 
Potential, NO EXPERIENCE NEC.
Training Available. 800-965-6520 
XT253
PHD • JORGE CHAM
THE SCENE
Go to www.dailygamecock.com and click on “Classifieds” to place your online &/or print ads. Upload your image(s) & manage your own account in one convenient place!
*FREE ONLINE ADS! Available only to USC students, faculty & staff. Just use your sc.edu email address.
Questions or special requests, call 777-3888  •  Office hours: M-F 8:30am- 5pm  •  Russell House, Rm. 343
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LINE AD RATES
ADDITIONAL INFO
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
DEADLINE
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available 
for addt’l cost
Noon, 1 business day 
prior to publication
Two line minimum
Avg. line length of 30 
characters
1st insertion: $2.50 / line
Subsequent: $1.50 / line
ACROSS
1 Fight-stopping
calls, brieﬂ y
5 Discourteous
9 Ireland patron, for
short
14 10 million
centuries
15 Soon, to the bard
16 Chicago airport
17 Backstage
20 The second story,
vis-à-vis the ﬁ rst
21 Tough Japanese
dogs
22 Coll. football’s
Seminoles
23 Over, to Oskar
24 Got married
29 Wee lie
32 Forster’s “A
Passage to __”
33 Off one’s rocker
34 Dashboard gadget
preﬁ x with meter
35 Robin’s Marian,
for one
36 Market express
lane units
38 Car
39 North Pole helper
40 Muscle pain
41 Desi who married
60-Across
42 Sneaky
43 Forefront, as of
technology
46 USA or Mex., e.g.
47 “Do __ favor ...”
48 Blood deﬁ ciency
that causes
weakness
51 Embodiments
56 Returning to
popularity, or
what you’d have
been doing if you
followed the
sequence formed
by the ﬁ rst words
of 17-, 24- and
43-Across
58 Informal bridge 
bid
59 Activist Parks
60 Ball of Hollywood
61 Praise
62 Sheltered valley
63 Brown or cream
bar orders
DOWN
1 “Forbidden”
cologne brand
2 Hang on to
3 Partners of aahs
4 Fit of agitation
5 Pungent salad
veggie
6 Fictitious
7 Cries from
Homer Simpson
8 Opposite of WSW
9 Plugging-in
places
10 “... all snug in __
beds”
11 Cool off, dogstyle
12 Locale
13 “__ of the
D’Urbervilles”
18 USA/Mex./Can.
pact
19 Wooden shoes
23 E pluribus __
24 Los Angeles daily
25 Counting
everything
26 Spiritually
enlighten
27 Completed
28 Kicked with a
bent leg
29 No longer lost
30 Luggage
attachment
31 Hooch
36 Swelling
treatment
37 “__ she blows!”
38 Exist
40 White whales,
e.g.
41 Colorful marble
44 Levy, as a tax
45 Upscale retailer
__ Marcus
46 __ acid
48 Unrestrained way
to run
49 Half of Mork’s
sign-off
50 Barely made,
with “out”
51 Environmental
sci.
52 Beatles
nonsense
syllables
53 Manhandle
54 Caesar’s
“Behold!”
55 “The __ the 
limit!”
57 Neighbor of
Braz.
08/23/12
08/23/12
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www.ColumbiaCharlotteShuttle.com • (803) 783-5123
$49 each way • Pick up/drop off at USC
Columbia Charlotte Shuttle
The Charlotte Airport Just Got CloserHey
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FOLLOW @THEGAMECOCK
“JUNEBUG”
8 p.m., $6.50 students / $7.50 general
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St. 
SENT BY RAVENS (FAREWELL SHOW), 
SUMERLIN, FOLEY
7:30 p.m., $10
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St. 
TOMORROW
BRYSON JENNINGS W/ OLD SOUTHERN 
MOONSHINE REVIVAL
9 p.m. doors / 10 p.m. show, $6
5 Points Pub, 2020 Devine St. 
IAMCARPENTER, GHOST OF THE 
KODIAK, WHERE’S WOLF
8 p.m., $5 over 21 / $8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St. 
TODAY
“LOST IN TRANSLATION”
5:30 p.m.,
$6.50 students / $7.50 general
Nickelodeon Theatre, 
937 Main St. 

